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Sales Consultant Action Planner                        
for Today and Tomorrow 

 
Life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I react to it.” 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 

T his Action Planner is designed for Sales Consultants that continue to work at their 
dealerships as well as those that may be working from home. For those that are 
(unfortunately) laid off, this may also serve to provide you with some ideas, activi-
ties and planning that will benefit you once you return to the dealership. 

 

If the uncertainty or anxiety associated with this health and economic crisis has you not 
wanting to think about your work at this time, it is certainly understandable. However, for 
those that feel up to using this time to move forward, this brief Action Planner will stimulate 
ideas that will make your return to the showroom floor more focused, productive and profit-
able. 
 

A few tips for CRUSHING the CRISIS: 
 

 Compartmentalize. If the health and economic effects of this crisis worries you, try to 
pick a time of day (1 hour) when you will devote time to worrying. Schedule it.                     
Constantly worrying throughout the day is both mentally and physically exhausting.  

 

 Don’t watch cable news channels all day long or be constantly checking online news 
feeds. If you feel the need to be updated, pick 1 hour a day to watch the TV news or 
read/watch online news feeds. 

 

 If you are working from home, schedule a consistent wake-up time and home office 
hours. 

 

 Don’t work in pajamas or sweats. Shower. Get dressed. It will feel more like a regular 
work day and you will be more productive. 

 

 Look for new and creative ways to continue to exercise (Zoom classes, etc.). 
 

 Many of us are constantly complaining that we just don’t have enough time to pack 
everything we want to accomplish into a day, a week or a month. Now you have the 
time! Can you make the best use of this time - PROFESSIONALLY and PERSONALLY?  

 

 ⬧  Choose 3 ideas/activities from this Action Planner. 
 ⬧  Learn new technology (e.g.: how to make great selling/marketing videos). 
 ⬧  Zoom conference with your family or friends. 
 ⬧  Read a book that you have always wanted to read. 
 ⬧  Watch TED Talks. 
 ⬧  Listen to Podcasts. 
 ⬧  Build your music library. 
 ⬧  Take virtual tours of the world’s great museums, art galleries, architecture, wonders   
               of the world. 
 ⬧  Take up yoga or meditation. 
 ⬧  Take up a musical instrument. 
 ⬧  Learn to play poker or board games. 
 ⬧  Learn to cook or try new recipes. 
 ⬧  Clean, organize your closet, basement, garage, yard. 
 ⬧  Clean and detail your vehicle. 
 ⬧  Take on a small home improvement project. 
 ⬧  Be creative! 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Connect with Your Current Customers 
 

Never forget your customers and never let them forget you.  
Connect by telephone, text, e-mail,  video, Skype, FaceTime. 
 

“Hi Dave, I just wanted to check in. I hope that you and your family are well and safe. 
Knowing that your vehicle may be extremely important to you at this time, please do not 
hesitate to contact me if I can be of any service to your whatsoever.”  
 

Inform your customers that your Service Department is open-for-business and that it might 
be a convenient time to complete any required vehicle maintenance and/or recalls.                        
Inform them of your VEHICLE PICK-UP and DELIVERY SERVICE (if offered by your dealership). 
Assure your customers that your dealership has implemented all government-recommended 
health/safety precautions to ensure their safety (send your policy statement).  
 

Also inform your customers that your Sales Department is open-for-business.                                 
Your customers can: 
 

1. Shop ONLINE on your dealership’s website and interact with you by e-mail, text, tele-
phone or Skype/FaceTime. 

2. Take advantage of your CONCIERGE SERVICE. You will bring a vehicle to their home and 
sanitize the steering wheel, seats and cabin area. 

3. Shop at your DEALERSHIP in a relaxed, touch-free environment while you both practice 
social distancing. 

 

Check/discuss your dealership’s policies and procedures with respect to the above. 
 

Why would a customer consider buying a vehicle at this time? CRISIS = OPPORTUNITY. 
 

 Many manufacturer’s are offering 6-MONTH PAYMENT DEFERRAL programs or NO PAY-
MENTS for 3 MONTHS (manufacturer pays) and 3 ADDITIONAL DEFERRED PAYMENTS. 

 

 Many manufacturer’s are offering 0% interest rates for up to 84 months (your custom-
ers can trade their vehicle for a lower interest rate). The federal government has low-
ered the prime rate, so pre-owned interest rates are also more attractive. 

 

 In addition to a lower interest rate, your dealership may be able to offer your customer 
CREDIT CONSOLIDATION and/or CASH BACK (rules and regulations vary with provinc-
es). In a recent example, a customer had a vehicle with a loan at an interest rate of 
18.9%. The dealership was able to lower his rate on a new vehicle to just 2.9% and pro-
vide him with a CASH BACK of $12,000 to help him pay off bills and credit cards. 

 

 Some insurance companies LOWER annual premiums on certain new vehicles. 
 

 Some customers may wish to take this opportunity to lower their fuel bills by consider-
ing a hybrid or electric vehicle. 

 

 In the last 3 years, new vehicle manufacturers have invented and added more safety 
and convenience technology than at anytime during the history of the auto industry. 
Customers may wish to take this opportunity to buy/lease the safest and most stylish 
vehicles ever built. 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Connect with Your Current Customers by E-Mail or Letter  
 

Hi Brian. 
 

It has been some time since we last spoke and I wanted to take this opportunity to recon-
nect. I hope that you and your family are healthy and safe and adapting to your new work/
life routines. 
 

____________ has recently launched a new vehicle program that offers:  
 

1. NO PAYMENTS FOR 6 MONTHS on all new vehicle purchases. 
 

2.       0% INTEREST FOR UP TO 84 MONTHS.  
 

3.       CASH BACK up to $30,000 to help with current bills. 
 

There are 3 ways to shop: 
 

1. BUY FROM HOME. Shop online in the comfort of your home at: ____________ .com 
           I can interact with you by e-mail, text, telephone or Skype/FaceTime.  
           Complete the paperwork electronically with home delivery. 
 

2. CONCIERGE SERVICE. I will bring a sanitized, new vehicle to your home.                                  
24-hour test drives are available. 

 

3. PRIVATE IN-PERSON SHOPPING. By appointment, we offer a relaxing, touch-free 
shopping experience for vehicle viewings and demonstration drives. 

 

With the explosion of NEW TECHNOLOGY including safety innovations, cabin conveniences 
and connectivity many of my customers are upgrading their current vehicles and taking                    
advantage the most technologically advanced (and safest) vehicles ever built, fresh new       
styling and the BEST incentives of the year.  
 

Darcy. 
 
  
                                                                                                     
 
 

 
 
 

 

Darcy Gerrior                                                        
Senior Sales Professional  
dgerri-
or@redhilltoyota.com 
905.807.8900 
2333 Barton St East 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Re-Visit/Develop Your Portfolio Management Process 
 

Follow up your SOLD customers via telephone, text, e-mail, video, Skype, FaceTime.                                            
Moving forward, decide what information you would like to gather with respect to your         
future customers and record that information in your Customer Relationship Management 
software (C.R.M.) E.g.: reason for buying the new vehicle, occupation, names of all family 
members, hobbies/interests, birthdays, anniversaries, favourite music. You can use this                    
information later for ‘fact recall’ when communicating with your customer. 
 

Decide and commit to a contact schedule during the term of lease or ownership. E.g.:    
 

12 - 24 HOURS:  Phone Call following vehicle delivery 
 

7 DAYS:   Phone Call or Text following vehicle delivery 
                 Thank You Letter, E-Mail, Telephone Call or Video from the Dealer Principal 
 

14 DAYS:   E-Mail or a Video from the Service Manager  
                  (some dealerships host a quarterly Care Clinic and invite new customers)     
 

90 DAYS:   Phone Call/E-Mail/Text from the Sales Consultant  
   (offer to schedule 1st Service appointment) 
 

12 MONTHS:  Phone Call/E-Mail/Text from the Sales Consultant  
   (“I wanted to wish your vehicle a HAPPY BIRTHDAY!”) 
 

CUSTOMER  
BIRTHDAY:  Phone Call/E-Mail/Text from the Sales Consultant  
 

ANNUAL:   Phone Call/E-Mail/Text from the Sales Consultant  
 

9 - 12 MONTHS  
BEFORE  
END-OF-TERM:  Phone Call/E-Mail/Text from the Sales Consultant for an OPTIONS-REVIEW 
   consultation (if a lease). Consider offering a FREE OIL CHANGE or VEHICLE  
   DETAILING. 
 

If you’re not lovin’ your customers, someone else is. 
 
If your dealership has an EQUITY ALERT tool, analyze both your PRIME and NON-PRIME  
customer portfolio to determine when they may be in an equity position. Develop your  
phone/e-mail/text script to create a renewal opportunity (Vehicle Upgrade Event, Vehicle 
Exchange Program, Key Swap, We Want Your Car, etc.).  
 

Research all the birthdays of your customers (contained within the driver’s license number)  
and place them on your C.R.M./electronic calendars as yearly recurring events. Send your  
customers an annual birthday note or video. On your first correspondence, consider sending 
them a link to what happened in history on the day they were born. This will make you 
memorable: onthisday.com. How about Anniversaries, Season’s Greetings or other notable  
dates too? 
 

If you sell one person in a family, your objective should be to sell all the family members.  
Make a separate list of future potential sales to the family members and make notes in  
your C.R.M./electronic calendar as to WHEN and WHY you should contact them. 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Sign-Up for a Video Platform App (E.g.: BombBomb, OneMob, Covideo) 
 

Create and send personalized (30 - 90 second) videos to e-leads, sales calls and unsold                  
customers. Create: 
“Hello” videos 
Unsold Customer Follow-Up videos 
“Congratulations!” videos 
“Thank You” videos 
Vehicle Technology videos 
Private Sale/Vehicle Exchange-Upgrade/Key Swap/We Need Your Vehicle videos -                              
Call customers who open the video! 
 

These apps also provide analytics such as: 
Who opened the video? When was it opened? How many times was it opened?                           
Some will also notify you when a customer who went dormant for months wakes up 
(watches your video again) and is now ready to engage. 
 
Produce a Quarterly Digital Newsletter 
 

 Service and Maintenance Tips  
 Understanding Vehicle Technology (see video suggestions on prior page)  
 Customer Spotlight 
 Manufacturer Trivia 
 Funny Stories/Jokes 
 Quotes 
 Recipes 
 Links: Pre-Owned Vehicle Inventory, Lease Take-Overs 
 Links: Featured Pre-Owned Vehicles 
 Links: New Vehicles Coming Soon, Concept Vehicles 
 Links: Entertaining, Enlightening, Uplifting Videos 
 
Produce Your Own Brochure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Consider investing in some high 
quality, professional photographs of  
yourself (head shots and full-length   
body shots) for your marketing  
initiatives:  
business cards, e-mail signatures, 
brochures, buses, billboards, social   
media, etc. 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Create a Resource Folder  
 

Create a Resource Folder on your computer of video links, pdf files and Microsoft Word files. 
Research video reviews and written reviews for all your new vehicles. E-mail them to e-leads 
and unsold customers. Also play them for your showroom customers anytime during your 
sales process where they might be alone at your work station (e.g.: while you are preparing 
a vehicle for a Demonstration Drive).  
 

 Third-Party Vehicle Review Videos 
 Vehicle Technology Videos (How does a hybrid engine work?, FAQ’s about electric                 

vehicles, What is all-wheel drive?, What is brake-force distribution?, etc.) 
 Vehicle Feature Videos (How to pair your cell phone, How to use Bluetooth®, etc.) 
 Articles/Reviews/Reliability Ratings 
 Awards/Accolades 
 JD Power Quality Rankings 
 Model Information/Digital Brochures 
 Leasing Information/Benefits/Glossary of Terms 
 Testimonials 
 Dealership History and Community Involvement 
 Why Buy Here 
 Service Programs 
 Our Sales Process/Purchase Experience 
 Market Value Pricing (M.V.P.) 
 How We Appraise Your Trade-In 
 BEST PRICE GUARANTEE 
 Manufacturer’s or Dealership’s Certified Pre-Owned Program 
 Personal Bio and Service Commitment 
 
Increase Your Product Knowledge 
 

Study and Explore: 
 

✓ Your Manufacturer's Online Training Platform 
✓ Manufacturer's Website 
✓ Manufacturer’s Digital and Printed Brochures 
✓ Consumer Automotive Websites 
✓ YouTube® Video Reviews 
 

Explore and drive fresh pre-owned vehicles (if at the dealership).  
 

Practice and perfect your Express Vehicle Presentation on your top 3 selling vehicles (if you 
are at the dealership). 
 

Produce short YouTube® videos (1 - 3 minutes). 
E.g.: Vehicle presentations, fresh pre-owned vehicle arrivals, new vehicle features/
technology (if you are at the dealership). 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Improve Your Sales Techniques and Process 
 

Thoroughly read and study your Sales Process/Purchase Experience guidebook.  
 

Participate in online learning workshops with Wye Management. 
 

Watch YouTube® videos. 
 

Role play challenging customer objections with another Sales Consultant/Sales Manager                
(if you are at the dealership). 

 

"I want to think about it.",  
"This is the first dealership we've been to."  
"I still want to look at another vehicle." 
"I just want your best price." 
 
Read Books About Selling, Negotiation, Customer Service and Success 
 

1. The Challenger Sale by Matthew Dixon and Brent Adamson 
2. The Challenger Customer by Brent Adamson, Matthew Dixon, Pat Spenner, Nick Toman 
3. New Sales. Simplified. by Mike Weinberg 
4. The Psychology of Selling by Brian Tracy 
5. The Science of Selling by David Hoffeld 
6. The Sales Acceleration Formula by Mark Roberge 
7. Influence: Science and Practice by Robert B. Cialdini 
8. To Sell Is Human by Daniel H. Pink 
9. Secrets of Closing the Sale by Zig Ziglar 
10. The Only Sales Guide You'll Ever Need by Anthony Iannarino 
11. The New Strategic Selling by Robert B. Miller, Stephen E. Heiman, and Tad Tuleja 
12. Cracking the Sales Management Code Jason Jordan and Michelle Vazzana 
13. Words That Sell by Richard Bayan 
14. Book Yourself Solid by Michael Port 
15. 7L: The Seven Levels of Communication by Michael J. Maher 
16. Fanatical Prospecting by Jeb Blount 
17. Predictably Irrational by Dan Ariely 
18. Go-Giver by Bob Burg and John David Mann 
19. DISCOVER Questions Get You Connected by Deb Calvert and Renee Calvert 
20. The Little Red Book of Selling by Jeffrey Gitomer 
21. Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill 
22. SPIN Selling by Neil Rackham 
23. How I Raised Myself from Failure to Success in Selling by Frank Bettger 
24. More Sales, Less Time: Surprisingly Simple Strategies for Today's Crazy-Busy Sellers by                       
       Jill Konrath 
25. Insight Selling: Surprising Research on What Sales Winners Do Differently by  
       Mike Schultz and John E. Doerr 
 

A person who won’t read has no advantage over one who can’t read. Mark Twain 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Watch Talks (ted.com) 
 

TED is a non-profit devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short, power-
ful talks (18 minutes or less). There are more than 2,600 to choose from. FREE!                                        
The following are the current top 10 Talks: 
 

1.    Elizabeth Gilbert: Your Elusive Creative Genius 
2.    Amy Cuddy: Body Language                                       
3.    Tom Thum: The Orchestra In My Mouth                                                                                               
4.    Dan Gilbert: The Surprising Science of Happiness                                 
5.    Brene Brown: The Power of Vulnerability                                    
6.    Malcolm Gladwell: Choice, Happiness & Spaghetti Sauce                         
7.    Sam Berns: Philosophy For A Happy Life                                
8.    Alain de Botton: A Kinder, Gentler Philosophy of Success                          
9.    Lucinda Beaman: What Does It Take to Change A Mind                                    
10.  Isaac Lidsky: What Reality Are You                                                                                                            
 
Listen to Podcasts 
 

1.    Matt Gould  How to Move from WTF to SWN  
        https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/people-managing-people-podcast/id1494538739?i=1000464534085 
2.    The Gary Vee Audio Experience 
3.    Tony Robbins Podcast  
4.    The Art of Charm  
5.    The Minimalists  
6.    The School of Greatness  
7.    The Good Life Project 
8.    Hidden Brain 
9.    The Tim Ferriss Show 
10.  Kwik Brain 
11.  Mental Illness Happy Hour 
12.  The Dave Ramsey Show 
13.  The Ziglar Show 
14.  How I Built This 
15.  The Zig Ziglar Show 
 
Develop New Customer Appointments 
 

 Call Kijiji® or Autotrader® ads and offer to buy advertised vehicles and replace with 
new.                  

 Call orphaned owners and offer your services.                                                                                            
 Call Service Department customers and offer the dealership’s Upgrade Program. 
 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_gilbert_on_genius?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are?language=en
https://tedxsydney.com/talk/beatbox-brilliance-by-tom-thum/
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_gilbert_asks_why_are_we_happy?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_on_vulnerability?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/malcolm_gladwell_on_spaghetti_sauce?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/sam_berns_my_philosophy_for_a_happy_life?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/alain_de_botton_a_kinder_gentler_philosophy_of_success?language=en
https://tedxsydney.com/talk/what-does-it-take-to-change-a-mind-lucinda-beaman/
https://www.ted.com/talks/isaac_lidsky_what_reality_are_you_creating_for_yourself?language=en
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/people-managing-people-podcast/id1494538739?i=1000464534085
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Create a List of Potential Prospects 
 

Relatives, Friends, Neighbours 
People Who Attended My Wedding 
My Circles of Business and Influence 
 Convenience Store/Gas Station 
 Drug Store/Dollar Store 
 Beer Store/Liquor Store 
 Butcher 
 Dry Cleaner 
 Clothing Stores/Shoe Stores 
 Furniture Store/Electronic Store 
 Garden Supply 
 Florist/Gift Shop 
 Jeweler 
 Restaurants 
 Gym 
 Bicycle Shop 
 Barber/Stylist/Nail Salon 
 Doctor/Dentist/Therapist 
Target Marketing 
 Manufacturer’s Preferred Companies 
 Construction 
 Contractors/Landscapers/Snow Removal 
 Roofers/Painters/Flooring-Carpet Installers 
 Electricians/Plumbers 
 Automotive Repair Shops 
 Automotive Specialty ShopsClubs 
 Real Estate Agents 
Clubs/Associations/Churches/Sports 
 Rotary Club/Lions Club/Kiwanis Club 
 Toastmasters 
 Canadian Professional Sales Association 
 National Association of Sales Professionals 
 The Sales Association 
 Italian Business Association 
 Chinese Business Association 
 University Women’s Club 
 Board of Trade 
 Entrepreneur’s Organization 
 Meetup.com 
 Hockey League 
Sponsorships/Community Events 
 Kids Sports (Jerseys) 
 Fundraisers (Terry Fox Run, etc.) 
 Foodbanks 
 Ethnic Celebrations 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Prospect for New Business 
 

If your dealership permits, ask your Sales Manager for a list of orphans (customers who pur-
chased a vehicle at your dealership, but their Sales Consultant no longer works there). 
Phone or e-mail them in order to update their profile/records. Make the nature of the call 
friendly and non-threatening. If the customer happens to be in the market for a vehicle, they 
will likely advise you as such. Ask permission to send them your digital newsletter or occa-
sional, interesting video content. If the customer does not service their vehicle at your deal-
ership, ask your Sales Manager if you can offer a complimentary oil change. 
 

Introduction Telephone Call to Orphan Customers 
 

“Hi, may I speak with ____________?                                                                                                  
 

Hi ____________, my name is ____________.                                                                                  
I’m a Sales and Leasing Consultant at ____________. 
 

I was hoping you would update our customer profile for us.                                                                         
Are you still driving your 20__ ____________? …Excellent. 
 

Unfortunately, your original Sales Consultant (____________) is no longer with our dealer-
ship and I wanted to introduce myself and offer my services. I would be happy to take care 
your vehicle needs – whether assisting you with the servicing of your current vehicle or with 
the purchase or lease of your next one.  
 

____________, would you please jot down my contact information.                                                           
Is there anything at all that I can do for you at this time?  
 

It’s been a pleasure speaking with you and I look forward to meeting you in person at the 
dealership and hopefully sharing a coffee. 
 

Thank you for your time and bye for now.” 

 

How about prospecting at Tim Hortons drive-thru?  
Ask the server how much the order will cost for the person  
behind you. If it’s a reasonable amount, pay for their order                  
and ask the server to give the person your business card with  
the written words, “Have an amazing day!” 
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“We Need Your Vehicle” Telephone Call 
 

“Hi, may I speak to ____________?                                                                                                  
 

Hi ____________, my name is ____________.                                                                                               
 

I’m a Sales and Leasing Consultant at ____________. 
 

Do you mind if I ask if you’re still driving your 20__  ____________? …Excellent. 
 

____________, we’re searching for higher quality vehicles for our Pre-Owned Vehicle                       
Department.  
 

____________, would you consider allowing us to buy your vehicle (at fair market value of 
course)? With the current incentives from (manufacturer) and our Loyalty Program, we 
could offer you a new, upgraded replacement at a very attractive payment. 
 

If you have interest, I would love to see your vehicle and offer you a NO OBLIGATION                              
appraisal, or (if you prefer), I could start by taking some very basic information on your 
____________ (mileage, recent maintenance and/or repairs, etc.). I can also e-mail you                   
information on the new ____________ or whatever you may have interest in. 
 

Is this something that might have some interest to you at this time?” 

 
“We Need Your Vehicle” Telephone Call to Kijiji®, Autotrader®, Private Sellers  
 

“Hi, may I speak to ____________?                                                                                                  
 

Hi ____________, my name is ____________.                                                                                              
I’m a Vehicle Buyer for ____________.   
 

Is the 20__ ____________ advertised in Kijiji® still available? 
 

We are very interested in buying your vehicle. We buy vehicles like yours AS-IS, with a                      
certified cheque - and we buy quickly and easily. Instead of coming to your home and then 
asking if we can take it to a mechanic, it might be much easier if you were able to bring the 
vehicle to us, so that we can complete the entire transaction all at once (since our mechanics 
are in the same building). We can then have a certified cheque prepared while you are here.   
 

Could we see your vehicle this afternoon or would this evening work best for your sched-
ule?” 
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UPGRADE Your Vehicle Telephone Call to Orphan, Current                                             
and Service Department Customers  
 

“Hi, may I speak to ____________?                                                                                                  
 

Hi ____________, my name is ____________.                                                                                              
I’m the Portfolio Manager at ____________. 
Do you mind if I ask if you’re still driving your 20 ____________? Excellent.  
 

As part of my job, I use a very sophisticated software tool that identifies when customers 
may be in an ideal situation to UPGRADE their vehicle (early). The software analyzes your 
current equity position, the market value of your vehicle and the demand for your vehicle in 
the marketplace. It combines this information with the current incentives from our manu-
facturer and sends me an ALERT.  
 

____________, would you consider allowing us to UPGRADE your vehicle if the payment was 
extremely attractive?  
If you are interested, I would just need to see your vehicle to verify current condition and 
offer you a proposal.  
 

I can also e-mail you information on our new ____________ or whatever vehicle you may be 
curious about. 
 

Is this something that might interest you at this time?” 
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Service Department Appraisal Campaign 

 

The Sales Consultant sources the list of customers scheduled for Service Department                      
appointments on the following day. 
 

The Sales Consultant meets with the Sales Manager or Used Vehicle Manager to discuss 
which customers on the list to target based on the year of the vehicle and the potential                       
equity position. If the dealership utilizes a software equity tool such as Auto Alert or ONE-
EIGHTY than the Sales Consultant utilizes the tool to develop a more surgical approach to 
targeting customers. Otherwise, loan/lease portfolio information may be available if the 
customer purchased/leased their vehicle at the dealership. 
 

The Sales Consultant prints campaign letters that are personalized to each customer. 
 

The Sales Consultant prints a quote sheet with 3 payment options for a suggested UPGRADE 
vehicle (1 or 2 vehicles): 
 

 NEW CURRENT MODEL YEAR (same vehicle as customer’s present vehicle)                      
     with MORE FEATURES 
 

 NEW CURRENT MODEL YEAR (same vehicle as customer’s present vehicle)                    
     with HIGHER TRIM LEVEL 
 

 NEW CURRENT MODEL YEAR OF LARGER/UPGRADED MODEL  
 

The Sales Consultant puts the campaign letter and quote sheets in an envelope (customer’s 
name hand-written on the front) and tapes it to the steering wheel of their vehicle or attach-
es it to the Repair Order. With the current practice of social distancing have the envelope 
placed in a zip-lock bag, mark it “STERILIZED” and have the cashier hand the bag to the cus-
tomer. The documents are also e-mailed to the customer. A mirror dangler may also be used 
to alert the customer.  
 

The designated Sales Consultant will either wait for the customer to contact them 
(showroom, phone, e-mail or text) or attempt to meet them when they pick up their vehicle 
in the Service Department. If the Sales Consultant does not meet the customer at the dealer-
ship at pick-up, the Sales Consultant contacts the customer a day or two after the e-mail has 
been sent. 
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Service Department Appraisal Campaign 

 

Hi Sara. 
 

Thank You for choosing ____________.                                                                                                    
We appreciate your business and have enjoyed having your vehicle with us today! 
 

____________ is one of ____________ largest retailers of pre-owned vehicles. As a result, 
we are often scrambling to find high quality vehicles to replenish our pre-owned vehicle in-
ventory. We've learned that the best place for us to find quality pre-owned GMs with our 
own ____________ clients.  
 

That being said, while your vehicle was in our Service Department we took the opportunity 
to provide you with a preliminary appraisal (respecting your privacy we did not drive your 
vehicle without your permission). At this time, you have several great options: 
 

1 ⬧ Trade your current ____________ for a newer model! 
This is called the I WANT A NEW ONE NOW OPTION! ☺      
 

With the current (RECORD BREAKING) special incentives and Loyalty Program from 
____________ of Canada, there may be an opportunity for you to drive a newer vehicle for 
very little difference in your payment. This may be the ideal time to upgrade! 
 

2 ⬧ Keep your current vehicle and continue to enjoy it!  
This is called the LOVE OPTION!        
 

With this in mind, your vehicle qualifies for our ____________ Protection Plan     
which will provide you with savings and worry-free driving for years to come.   
I would be happy to provide you with plan coverage and pricing details.  
 

My office is conveniently located in the showroom. Pop in and see me when you pick up 
your vehicle or contact me at your convenience so that we can set up a time for us to meet!  
 

Todd Schlotzhauer, Sales and Leasing Specialist                                                                                     
(877) 228-7181 todd@stratfordsubaru.com 
 
 

mailto:todd@stratfordsubaru.com
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Develop you Social Media Presence 

 

74% of consumers rely on social media to make a vehicle buying decision. The facts are 
clear; it’s not if you should have a social media presence, but rather you must have a social 
media presence. The day has arrived. 
 

Create a daily recurring event on your calendar that disciplines you to spend time to work on 
your social media presence. The following are the most common platforms: 
 

1. Facebook 
2. Instagram 
3. LinkedIn 
4. YouTube 
 

Pick one platform at a time and develop a daily regimen to add/fuel content. Most Sales 
Consultants will start with Facebook as it is the #1 platform being used today. If your dealer-
ship permits, start a BUSINESS PAGE from your Facebook personal profile. Personal profiles 
allow only 5,000 followers, however a BUSINESS PAGES allows unlimited followers.                           
The BENEFITS of a BUSINESS PAGE are as follows: 
 

1. You can run CONTESTS which are a great way for securing LIKES, COMMENTS and 
SHARES. 

 

2. You can BOOST a POST. Boosting allows you to place your POST on someone’s feed  
(that’s not following you) using targeting filters like demographics and geographic                
location. This strategy is excellent for increasing the number of people you reach and 
(hopefully) LIKE, COMMENT and SHARE your POSTS. If they do any one of these, your 
future POSTS will be seen by them. 

 

3  You can run Facebook ads targeting a specific audience including ENGAGED SHOPPERS 
 and INTERESTS. 
 

4. BUSINESS PAGES provides you data and insights that personal profiles do not so you 
 can keep connecting with customers and promote your business more effectively. 
 

5. MESSAGING FEATURES allow you to connect with customers as you build relationships 
with them. 

 

6. ‘ADD a BUTTON’ is a ‘Call to Action’ that can be added to your BUSINESS PAGE to help 
 drive people from Facebook to take actions that are important to your business, brand 
 or organization. E.g.: ‘GET APPROVED NOW’ or ‘What’s my trade-in worth?’ Users 
 need to “Like” your Page and then content will start to be visible on their news feed. 
 

If you are constantly posting vehicles for sale or manufacturer’s national ads, 
you will turn off many of your followers and you will not secure many LIKES, 
COMMENTS or SHARES.    Consider what you like seeing on your social media 
platforms. Create posts that are: 
 

✓ ENTERTAINING (e.g.: funny but unoffensive videos) 
         ✓ ENLIGHTENING 
         ✓ EDUCATIONAL 
                            ✓ INFORMATIVE 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Getting Started 
 

 Ask your friends, neighbours and customers (and everyone you!) know to be a FRIEND. 
 

 Once they become a FRIEND, go to their page and look up their FRIENDS and ask them 
to be your FRIEND - it will amaze you how fast you can grow your circle of FRIENDS. 

 

 Start posting entertaining, enlightening, educational or informative posts and ask peo-
ple to ‘like,’ ‘comment or ‘share’ your POSTS – your POST may reach hundreds or thou-
sands of new people who could start seeing your future POSTS if they ‘like,’ ‘comment’ 
or ‘share’ your POSTS.  

 

 Consider a simple posting strategy to get started such as: 
 

 ☺ Motivational Mondays 
 ☺ Thoughtful Tuesdays 
 ☺ Funny Fridays 
 ☺ Weekend BBQ Ideas 
 ☺ Lunch Ideas for the Kids this Week 
 ☺ Joke of the Week 
 

 Adopt a simple 10-1-1 strategy so that you don’t over-commit. 
 

 10 POSTS  from other sources 
 1 POST  original content  
   (e.g.: tech feature tutorials - “How adaptive cruise control works?”) 
 1 POST  promotional 
 

 Send everyone who becomes your new FRIEND in the group a message through                    
Messenger detailing what you do and possibly your specials (Payment Deferrals, Equi-
ty Pay-Outs, Cash Backs, Discounts, CPO Vehicles etc.) and ‘call to actions’ such as a 
FREE TRADE-IN APPRAISAL or a FINANCE PRE-APPROVAL.  If they open the message 
they will be registered on your ‘Messenger List’ and you can now send them messages 
or POSTS to share. 

 

 Go to the FRIENDS tab of your new FRIENDS in the group and ask them to be your 
FRIEND. Do the same for any of those new FRIENDS. 

 

 Joining a group is also a quick way to expand your followers. Ask members to follow 
you. 
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Sales Consultant Daily Action Planner for Today and Tomorrow 
 
Expanding your Followers 
 

 Securing ‘Likes,’ ‘Comments’ and ‘Shares’ from people you boost your POST to will            
allow them to see future POSTS. 

 

 Ask them to follow you. 
 

 Ask to be FRIENDS daily from the ‘people you may know’ feature. Most people want to 
expand their connections also. 

 

Let’s do some math. Remember that cost to you is $0. 
 

• Submit 20 FRIEND requests per day 
• 10 ACCEPTANCES x 7 days = 70 friends 
• 70 FRIENDS x 52 weeks = 3,640 friends 
• 3,640 FRIENDS per year x 3 years = 10,920 FRIENDS 
 

This could greatly multiply if you boosted POSTS (some Sales Consultants have up to 15,000 
followers). Imagine how much more successful you could be if you commit to develop your 
social media presence. Start with one platform and as you gain your stride and discipline for 
posting, move on to another platform. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
https://youtu.be/UMYP4hLJ0v0 
https://youtu.be/QUxnPF-ZAJ8 
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